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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

Living in a time of transformative change, all employers must consider what the future of work
looks like and what its implications are for their organization and employees. Disruption, like the
pandemic, has made ensuring a good employee experience a top priority. According to recent
survey by Willis Towers Watson, 82% of employers believe employee experience is a key driver
of engagement, 79% say it’s a productivity driver, and 80% say it’s essential to attracting and
retaining talent.
Taking these factors into consideration, many organizations are realizing the employee experience
is vital to their effectiveness and ultimately, success. Now more than ever, organizations must turn
inward and evaluate all employee interactions from the initial onboarding process to the flexibility
and support offered daily in order to provide value to each individual. This learning season, we
are examining this emerging trend and delivering the education and resources needed to prepare
your organization for “The Age of the Employee Experience”.
Similarly, as an association, we’re focused on providing value and top-notch service to each
and every one of our members. This summer, we’re launching a survey aimed at gaining a better
understanding of your needs and how we can best support you and others in the accounting
profession. Your feedback is so important to us and will help ensure you receive the best member
experience. So, please keep an eye out for this opportunity to participate and provide your insight.
I’m also pleased to announce our new publication, MICPA Connections, which will debut this
fall and be distributed to all members. Each edition will feature in-depth, timely information
and profession-impacting topics while also highlighting the expertise and achievements of our
members. And, you’ll find out about what’s going on at the MICPA including upcoming events and
opportunities.
Please allow us to make your experience the best it can be – reach out to me at any time with
feedback at 248-267-3700 or via email at bdoyle@micpa.org. We’re here for you.
All the best,

Bob Doyle
MICPA President & CEO

1. “Employee Experience Even More of A Priority Post-COVID.” Staffing Industry Analysts. Jun 2021. Accessed on 25 Jun 2021.
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& GIVE A BIG ROUND

OF APPLAUSE TO THESE NEWLY LICENSED CPA s!
Your hard work and dedication have certainly paid off! We wish you well as you begin your career.
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LEARNING,
YOUR WAY
100
%

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

TABLE OF CONTENTS

MICPA delivers the highest-quality educational
experience. If you are not satisfied with your course,
call us at 855.594.4273. We will make it right.

Unlocking the potential of
Employee Experience.......................................... 7
Audit Staff Training...................................................8

PROGRAM POLICIES
View all MICPA program policies.

Small Firm Practitioners Conference..........11
To Board or Not to Board:
The Governance Question..............................12
Nonprofit Conference ......................................13

CPE REMINDER FOR LICENSED 		
MICHIGAN CPAs

Webinars............................................................ 16-17
Agribusiness Conference.................................18

CPAs need to earn 40 hours of CPE each continuing
education period (July 1 – June 30) of every year
including a minimum of 8 hours of A&A and 2 Ethics
hours. One of the 4 Ethics hours required every 2-year
reporting period must be state-specific.

Cybersecurity and Your Employees............19
Seminars...................................................................21

Licensees must submit their CPE hours and renew their
license by July 31 every other year (the second year of
your reporting period). You can see whether you are in
year one or two of your reporting period by logging in to
your MICPA CPE Tracker.

Michigan Specific Ethics
Webinar/Self-Study...........................................23

The Subchapter V Chapter 11
Bankruptcy. A New Option for
Small Business ..................................................... 22

Self-Study...............................................................26
Nano Learning...................................................... 27

Not only is MICPA CPE guaranteed to be accepted by
the State for hassle-free renewal but it’s automatically
added to your Tracker, making it easy to report and
renew your license, manage carryover and report your
CPE electronically. Visit www.micpa.org/tracker.

A VIRTUAL LEARNING REMINDER
The self-study cap has not been lifted by the
Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs for the
earning period that began on July 1, 2020. Webinars,
which are taken virtually, are considered group live
study and will not count toward your self-study hours.
Questions on virtual learning? Give us a call at
248.267.3700.

SAVE $$ BY
REGISTERING
EARLY!
Secure the best price on
select MICPA events by
registering early (more than
4 weeks out). Prices will
increase as the event date
approaches.
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IMPACT NARRATIVE:

CPAs MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Long before the pandemic upended business as we knew it, CPAs were already on the fast track as trusted advisors in
the eyes of the public, their clients, companies, and many others. The pace of business today is that of constant change
and that is even without a crisis situation. CPAs serve as vital translators for clients and companies attempting to traverse
changing tax and other fiscal policies. Prior to 2019, CPAs in all sectors of the profession were already working on the massive
tax code changes presented in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, several provisions of which were postponed for implementation
over the course of the last few years- and that is just an account of recent history.
Indeed, if there is one thing CPAs prove time and time again it is just how essential they are to business when it comes to
navigating uncertainty. According to Clayton McKervey, the expertise offered by CPAs amid situations such as the Great
Recession and the COVID-19 pandemic is multifaceted. “Chief among the assets in a CPA toolkit is the ability to offer an
independent and thoughtful analysis of a business’s situation, as well as the best strategies to navigate issues that arise.
In a crisis such as COVID-19 in which the government responds with tax legislation, CPAs are also able to assist clients in
making sure that they are compliant with the tax code1.”
During the past year, CPAs once again rose to the challenge to assist individuals and businesses of all sizes, especially with
applying for and managing COVID-19 relief funds, from federal aid initiatives like the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP)
to local aid options such as the Michigan Small Business Relief Program. Further, many state society boards, powered by
CPAs, joined with the AICPA to advocate for relief from looming implementation deadlines, filing deadlines and penalties
all while adapting to the same technological setbacks and logistical nightmares as every other professional transitioning
to remote work, often, for the first time.
Most importantly, however, CPAs provide an invaluable voice of reason,
especially in times of turmoil. AICPA president and CEO Barry Melancon
explained to Accounting Today last year, “It’s way more than complying
with the tax deadline and financial reporting. Those things are important,
but way bigger is real solid decision-making…It’s probably the greatest
opportunity for our profession to affect the economy2.”
The MICPA is proud to serve its members, so many of whom were quick to step
up and offer expertise to their firms, organizations, clients and communities
during the hardest, most uncertain moments of the pandemic. As you work
tirelessly now to transition your team, your firm, your clients and yourself
once again, we will continue to support you in your good works through
resources, advocacy, collaboration and education.
1. Asker, Denise. “How CPAs Help Clients During a Pandemic.” Clayton & McKervey. 14
Oct 2020. Accessed on 30 Jun 2021.
2. Lee, Danielle. “Melancon: Amid Pandemic, a Change for CPAs to…” Accounting
Today. 24 Mar 2020. Accessed on 30 Jun 2021.

PRIDE IN EXPERTISE.
PRIDE IN THE PROFESSION.
PRIDE IN YOURSELF.
To recognize and thank you
for all that you do- we ask
that you join us October 25 in
celebrating our first annual
CPA Appreciation Day!

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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CPACharge has made it easy and inexpensive
to accept payments via credit card. I’m getting
paid faster, and clients are able to pay their bills
with no hassles.
– Cantor Forensic Accounting, PLLC
Trusted by more than 150,000 professionals, CPACharge
is a simple, web-based solution that allows you to securely
accept client credit and eCheck payments from anywhere.

22% increase in cash flow with online payments
65% of consumers prefer to pay electronically
62% of bills sent online are paid in 24 hours

Client Invoice
#0123-A
Your Client
**** **** **** 9995

***

TOTAL: $3,000.00

PAY CPA
Get started with CPACharge today

cpacharge.com/micpa
866-591-5340

CPACharge is a registered agent of Wells Fargo Bank N.A.,
Concord, CA and Synovus Bank, Columbus, GA.
AffiniPay customers experienced 22% increase on average in
revenue per firm using online billing solutions

A Contributing Partner of
6
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UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL OF

Employee
Experience
TAFT

As the economy reopens, a recurring theme on
Main Street, and every street, appears to be a
permanent ‘Help Wanted’ sign in almost every
window. Likewise, companies across every industry
are watching their employees leave for new jobs,
sometimes in the same field, or to begin their
own businesses, something The New York Times
dubs the “YOLO” (you only live once) economy. It
is important to note, as The New York Times does
that, “…millions of Americans are still grieving the
loss of jobs and loved ones. Not everyone can
afford to throw caution to the wind. But for a
growing number of people…the dread and anxiety
of the past year are giving way to a new kind of
professional fearlessness1.”

going to create a whole other level of turnover –
that impacts employee experience.”
One work around, according to Taft, is to sweeten
the benefits pot. Beyond offering remote work and
flexible schedules there are other ways companies
can improve EX by improving benefits currently
offered. From the practical, such as parking
reimbursements to greater Health Savings Account
contributions to the smaller, cultural perks. Taft
uses her office as an example to explain, “We don’t
record our time, we don’t work on Friday afternoons
in the summer, we can wear jeans every day, we
host multiple employee outings each year – all
those cultural things are important.”

So, what does all this mean for companies trying to
Even so, recent surveys from Microsoft suggest
recruit in the YOLO economy? According to People
that around 40% of workers the world over are
Matters, the bottom line is that good
considering leaving their jobs.
EX is good for a company’s bottom
This begs the question, for many
line. A recent study by the MIT Center
companies, of what can be done
for Information Systems Research,
to retain employees and maybe
showed that companies with the best
even attract those workers looking
EX are seeing positive
for something better. Further, what
OF
LEADERS
results in customer satisfaction,
does something ‘better’ even look
like? For both, it might just boil down
SAY EMPLOYEE double that of their peers with lower
EX, and tend to earn 25% more in
to what 95% of leaders, according to
EXPERIENCE IS profits. Finally, Taft alludes to one final,
LinkedIn, are saying is among their
salient point: A happy employee is
top concerns for 2021: employee
AMONG TOP
more motivated and more retainable
experience (EX)2.
than one living a bad employee
CONCERNS
According to MICPA member Tiffany
experience3. With almost half of all
2
Taft, PAFM and firm administrator at
FOR
2021
workers looking for a change of pace,
Baker Holtz, creating the employee
now is your opportunity to improve EX
experience is personal. “You have to
– Linkedin
for your current employees as well as
find what motivates each person,”
attract talent so you can retire those
she explains, “If that’s working
help wanted signs, improve your
remotely, then find a way to let them
bottom line and see the big picture.
work remotely. If they want to be in the office, find
out how to let them be in the office. Being flexible
Discover how you can proactively approach an
is important.”
employee experience strategy with these resources

95%

Compensation, too, is important in this economy,
at least in some sectors. In the service industry,
for example, wage increases have become a
major point of attraction and competition. While
Taft recommends companies evaluate industry
salary levels every 12 to 18 months to ensure their
competitiveness, she also states, “It’s changing so
quickly, and I think it is going to become even more
imperative as we move forward.”

She adds, “It’s a big issue for hiring, right now,
but I think it is going to become a bigger issue for
existing employees.” How do companies hire in
at higher compensation levels than existing peer
jobs? “I do not think it’s sustainable because either
you’re forced to raise all of those salary rates or its

and continue the dialogue through MICPA Connect.
• Audit Staff Training
• The Lifecycle of an Employee: Successfully
Onboarding New Hires & Handling Employee
Separations with Respect & Dignity
1. Roose, Kevin. “Welcome to the YOLO Economy.” The
New York Times. 21 Apr 2021. Accessed 17 Jun 2021.
2. Bersin, Josh. “Employee Experience: It’s the #1 Issue at
Work…” LinkedIn. 10 Mar 2020. Accessed 17 Jun 2021.

3. Dhawan, Tanima. “What Does Employee Experience
in 2021 Look Like?” People Matters. 07 May 2021.
Accessed on 17 Jun 2021.

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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TEAM DEVELOPMENT
IS AN UPSKILL BATTLE...

YOU CAN WIN!
VIRTUAL AUDIT STAFF TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
Grow your own or team skills with options designed for
every experience level and specific to audit.
Preview the options below and learn more by visiting 		
micpa.org/audittraining

1

AHI STAFF
TRAINING 		
BASIC 2021
TUE. – THU.,
AUGUST 31 SEPTEMBER 2
Newer team
members receive
insight on the
skills and attitude
to become more
productive and
profitable on
audits, reviews and
compilations.

2

AHI STAFF
TRAINING 		
SEMI-SENIOR 2021
MON. – WED.,
SEPTEMBER 27-29
Challenge staff to
complete smaller
audits, reviews and
compilations with
minimal supervision
and maximum
profitability.

4
3

AHI STAFF
TRAINING
BEGINNING
IN-CHARGE
2021
MON. – WED.,
OCTOBER 18-20
Encourages staff to
reach higher levels
of responsibility
by helping them
supervise others
and efficiently
complete audits.

AHI SUPERVISORY
STAFF TRAINING:
MANAGEMENT
AND LEADERSHIP
ESSENTIALS 2021
MON. – WED.,
OCTOBER 25-27
Empowers more
experienced staff
with enhancing
non-technical
skills like profitably
managing multiple
engagements.

5
AHI SUPERVISORY PLUS STAFF
TRAINING: ADVANCED MANAGEMENT
AND LEADERSHIP ESSENTIALS 2021
MON. – WED., NOVEMBER 1-3
Enable experienced team members to
continue honing leadership skills critical for
overall success in the firm.

8
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What does Michigan’s
reopening mean for you,
your business and clients?
FIND HELPFUL TIPS, BEST PRACTICES
AND THE LATEST GUIDELINES
micpa.org/return-to-work-toolkit

Back in the office?
SHARE YOUR QUESTIONS, CONCERNS
AND EXPERIENCES WITH OTHER MEMBERS

START THE CONVERSATION ON MICPA CONNECT

micpa.org/connect
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NOT YOUR TYPICAL
BUSINESS PROGRAM.

NOT YOUR TYPICAL
BUSINESS SCHOOL.
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walshcollege.edu
Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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SUIT UPWe’re back!

Conversations. Camaraderie. Career-building.

Small Firm Practitioners Conference

August 17 & 18
Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort, Mount Pleasant
(That’s right - we’ll BE there)

Where can an AICPA C redential
take your career next?
If you have a specialized interest, you can build on the value you offer
clients by adding an AICPA advisory service credential: Personal Financial
Specialist (PFS ), Accredited in Business Valuation (ABV ), Certified in
Financial Forensics (CFF ) or Certified Information Technology Professional
®

™

®

(CITP ). These credentials were developed for the profession by the
®

profession. They set you apart, make a statement and get you noticed.
And, they can seriously boost your career.

© 2017 Association of International Certified Professional Accountants. All rights reserved.
AICPA and American Institute of CPAs are trademarks of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants and are registered in the United States, European Union and other countries.
The Globe Design is a trademark owned by the Association of International Certified Professional
Accountants and licensed to the AICPA. 23438B-326

Explore your opportunities at aicpa.org/aicpacredentials.

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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TO BOARD OR NOT TO BOARD:
T H E G OV E R N A N C E Q U E S T I O N

Governance boards are always looking for qualified members to assist them with overseeing and
guiding the cogs that keep their organizations operating and, most importantly, making a difference.
In fact, CPAs are among the most sought-after professionals in the board arena. While the MICPA
encourages its members to get involved in their communities, there are some factors to consider
when thinking about committing your time and talent as a board member for any organization.
HORVATH

To capture what CPAs and financial
professionals should evaluate when
approached as a board candidate, we
sat down with MICPA Nonprofit Task
Force members Laurie Horvath, CPA, and
partner at Baker Tilly, and Robert Seestadt,
CPA, and partner at Apparatus Solutions
Inc., for their insights on the associated
opportunities and obligations.

“One of the most important objectives of a
nonprofit organization is stewardship and
fiduciary responsibility…a CPA is a logical
fit there,” Horvath says. “They need someone to be a good
steward of the assets they’re governing, who understands
reporting requirements and what is happening financially.”
SEESTADT

“Another factor, I think, is their [CPA’s] ability to see and
understand trends, ratios and other kinds of relationships
between investment in programs and results and
outcomes.” Seestadt adds, “That’s an area where CPAs can
have a real impact.”
Before joining any board, however, it is important to
research the organization to ensure that the structure is
sound. “In my mind, there’s kind of a checklist: requesting
and reviewing financial information and tapping
resources such as Guidestar and Charity Navigator for
information on the organization even beyond financials.”
Seestadt advises, “Ask for minutes from past meetings
to glean their hot-button issues and to gauge the level
of board engagement. Also, meet with leadership of the
organization ahead of time and understand expectations.”

12
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It is important to factor in the time commitment involved
and how that might interact with one’s current workload.
“CPAs have a lot of demands on their time,” Horvath
explains, “so making sure it’s a fit in terms of time
commitment and personal interest are very important.”
Assuming one has the time and the interest, Seestadt
highlights several opportunities to be found in volunteering
as a member of a governance board, from gaining insight
into how other organizations work to regularly engaging
with experts in other industries. “The networking is a
tremendous opportunity,” he says. “You’re often times
meeting and engaging with leaders in the business
community, and that’s an intangible value.”
Horvath adds that becoming a member of a board can
also present a break from the norm, offering CPAs a
chance to explore different responsibilities and roles. “It’s
a nice change of pace sometimes,” she explains, “to use
some of the other skills we’ve acquired and a way to give
back to our community.”
More questions on this topic? Continue the conversation
on MICPA Connect and look for these opportunities to
learn and discuss further this fall.
• Nonprofit Conference
• New Board Member 101

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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Nonprofit Conference
LIVE AM / PM WEBCAST

|

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 2021

The pandemic left no industry untouched and the
nonprofit sector, which relies on in-person events,
volunteerism and fundraising for operations had a big
challenge to face in light of remote work, forced closures
and changing guidelines. See how organizations,
auditors and even board volunteers worked through it
and are planning what’s next including:
n
n

n

n

COVID funding grant issues and the CARES Act.
What-if scenario planning in an age of
disruption.
When strategy, innovation and accounting
standards combine.
Policies for good governance.

LEARN MORE
& REGISTER TODAY
Register by September 7 and
save $20 on each webcast!

FEATURED KEYNOTE PRESENTATION:
NONPROFIT FRAUD: LESSONS LEARNED
Melisa F. Galasso, CPA, CGMA – Owner,
Galasso Learning Solutions LLC, Charlotte, NC

BONUS HOUR

LIVE WEBCAST:

SPONSORED BY:

EARLY BIRD
MICHIGAN SPECIFIC ETHICS
Mashni

Impacts of State Statute & Administrative
Rules on Your CPA License

RECOMMENDED CPE CREDIT FOR AM/PM SESSIONS:
4 HOURS, INCLUDING ACCOUNTING & AUDITING AND
MAY INCLUDE ETHICS
Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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NEW PODCAST SERIES
CPAs get real and
cover everything from
stories, personal
financial tips,
leadership development
and DE&I to honestlywho knows? We're just
getting started! Tune
in as we interview a
variety of guests
'Off the Ledger’.

FREE

Coming this
summer!

MEMBER REFERRAL PROGRAM
TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT US

SHARING
IS CARING.

HAVE THEM INCLUDE YOUR NAME IN THE “REFERRED
BY” SECTION OF THE MEMBER APPLICATION

GET REWARDED FOR
REFERRING A MEMBER

EARN A $25 AMAZON
GIFTCARD FOR EACH NEW MEMBER

REPEAT

14
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*Program does not apply to complimentary
members or those involved in firm billing.

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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Here for Michigan.
Now more than ever.

Confidence comes with every card.®

At Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, we’re committed to caring for Michigan and
everyone who calls it home. For our members, it’s a commitment to provide you
with the ability to see a doctor from your home, and the option to speak to a nurse
anytime you need them. Now more than ever, we will stand behind the care you need.
Like we’ve done for 81 years. Find out more info at committedtomichigan.com.

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan and Blue Care Network are nonprofit corporations and independent licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.
W002052

A Contributing Partner of

| 248.267.3734
MICPA Member Advantage

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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MICPA WEBINARS
Visit micpa.org/webinars to search and register!
The MICPA offers thousands of webinars day and night, Monday through Saturday.
Preview trending topics below or view a full listing online.
n
n
n

Interact with instructors real-time
Convenient and cost-effective
These webinars count as live group study

PREVIEW THESE TRENDING TOPICS!
Looking for something else? Check out all of our offerings.

ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS

CYBERSECURITY

CORPORATE FINANCE

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT

VIRTUAL LEARNING REMINDER
The self-study cap has not been lifted by the Department of Licensing and Regulatory
Affairs for the earning period that began on July 1, 2020. Webinars, which are taken
virtually, are considered group live study and will not count toward your self-study hours.
Questions on virtual learning? Give us a call at 248.267.3700.
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ANALYTICS AND DATA
VISUALIZATION

EXCEL TRAINING

TECHNOLOGY

YELLOW BOOK TRAINING

EVENING
WEBINARS

WEEKEND
WEBINARS

WEBINAR PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THESE TOP PARTNERS:

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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Agribusiness Conference
LIVE WEBCAST

|

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2021

The field of Michigan agribusiness has seen some change- dig into it
from an accounting, audit and overall economic perspective as we
review the trends and challenges like:
n

Tax issues associated with financially distressed farm/ranch clients.

n

A PA 116 (Michigan Farmland and Open Space Preservation Act) update.

n

The outlook in estate tax planning with proposed changes.

FEATURING KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS:
AGRIBUSINESS TAX UPDATE.
Paul G. Neiffer – Principal, CliftonLarsenAllen LLP, Yakima, WA

ACCOUNTING & AUDITING UPDATE.
Speaker to be announced

RECOMMENDED CPE CREDIT: 8 HOURS, INCLUDING ACCOUNTING
& AUDITING AND ETHICS

LEARN MORE
& REGISTER TODAY
Register by September 23 and
save $40 on the webcast!
18
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LIVE WEBCAST:
EARLY BIRD
MICHIGAN SPECIFIC ETHICS
Impacts of State Statute & Administrative
Rules on Your CPA License
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CYBERSECURITY
AND YOUR
EMPLOYEES:

A Teachable Moment
At the height of the pandemic, cyber criminals took
advantage of vulnerabilities exacerbated by the harried
transition from office to remote work environments.
According to CBS News, the default among companies
was how to make that transition as easy for employees
as possible, however, this was done at the expense of
increasing security vulnerability. While many companies
plan to move forward with remote roles as a permanent
option for their employees, security measures are still
working to catch up, especially where employee training
is concerned1.

The notion that companies need to spend more time and
resources on cybersecurity training and awareness for
all employees is nothing new. In 2017, at the height of the
WannaCry ransomware fiasco, Kaspersky Daily reported
that 53% of businesses admitted their employees were
their weakest link in terms of cybersecurity. The human
factor played a major role in propagating the WannaCry
worm as crucial system updates went ignored, leaving
employee computers open to the attack, therefore
compromising entire networks in the process. Four years
later…not much has changed2.
According to recent reports by Forbes, employees
continue to be the weakest cybersecurity link for many
organizations, specifically in regard to business email
compromises. “These scams…use sophisticated tools to
resemble authentic company email accounts,” explains
Forbes Technology Council member Brent McCarty,
“and are just one more reason that small and midsize
businesses need to be concerned about increasing
employees’ knowledge of the risk through cybersecurity
awareness training3.”
According to eSchool News, 88% of data breaches
continue to be attributable to human error, while just 43%
of employees admit to having made mistakes that would
compromise cybersecurity4. While many employees
might be aware that there are risks, the rate at which
these threats evolve and change could easily render
their knowledge obsolete, meaning that as threats evolve
so too must training. Knowing these challenges exist,
however, does not itself prescribe a solution. Instead,
focus now must shift toward developing engaging
cybersecurity training that can easily adapt to new
threats and situations4. So, then, what does engaging
cybersecurity training even look like?

Juta Gurinaviciute, Chief Technology Officer, NordVPN
Teams suggests gamifying training to enhance
enjoyment during learning. Additionally, promoting
friendly competition with incentives for scoring
high on quizzes or other learning games to drive
engagement. Also, make your training rewarding by
providing feedback in addition to prizes and other
incentives like achievement awards. Businesses can also
turn learning into a team effort by using cybersecurity
workshops to have employees craft phishing emails
and solve riddles so that in practice they are always
looking for recognizable flags. Finally, ensure that your
cybersecurity training is understandable and not bogged
down by technical jargon that turns off the listener4.
While these methods are not the only training methods
organizations can employ to beef up their employees’
cyber awareness and savvy, they serve as a meaningful
place to start. The MICPA recommends reviewing your
current cybersecurity training plan and working with your
IT department and security experts in and outside of the
organization to develop a strong plan that meets your
organization’s needs.

Build your own (or your team’s) cybersecurity
awareness and address training this fall:
• Cybersecurity Courses: micpa.org/cyber

1. Cerullo, Megan. “Hybrid Work Models Make Companies More
Vulnerable…” CBS News. 11 Jun 2021. Accessed on 25 Jun 2021.
2. “The Human Factor in IT Security: How Employees…” Kaspersky
Daily. 2017. Accessed 25 Jun 2021.
3. McCarty, Brent. “Email Security: Turn Your Weakest Link Into
You Strongest…” Forbes. 22 Jun 2021. Accessed on 25 Jun 2021.
4. Gurinaviciute, Juta. “5 Innovative Cybersecurity Training
Strategies to Try in 2021.” eSchool News. 3 Mar 2021. Accessed
on 25 Jun 2021.

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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Help Your Clients Get the
Credit They Deserve

61%

Business owners who said they were unaware of the Employee Retention Tax Credit (ERTC)
in a recent Paychex survey.
The ERTC could prove a key funding source and create savings that could be invested as your
clients’ businesses work toward becoming fully operational.
What your clients should know:
• ERTC is a refundable credit that can be claimed on qualified wages paid to employees.
• The tax credit has been extended and can be claimed through Dec. 31, 2021.
• Businesses that took a Paycheck Protection Program loan now can claim the ERTC, including
retroactively.
• Paychex clients who have claimed the ERTC have, on average, saved tens of thousands of dollars.
Paychex offers the resources and tools to help you enhance your consultations with clients.
payx.me/micpa-ertc | payx.me/micpa-spotify-podcast | payx.me/micpa-apple-podcast

Discover how Paychex can help.
877-534-4198
Paychex is a proud MICPA
Member Advantage Partner

© 2021 Paychex, Inc. All Rights Reserved. | 6/11/21

A Contributing Partner of
20
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VIRTUAL SEMINARS

Choose from this season’s trending topics
and categories including:

ACCOUNTING, AUDITING AND
ASSURANCE

Go beyond checking a box- the
latest fraud trends, financial
reporting, and standard changes
amidst the pandemic.

AUDIT STAFF TRAININGS

Grow yourself and your team with
options for every experience level.

CORPORATE FINANCE

Find solutions to company
dilemmas and chart your own
path to development.

GOVERNMENT & 			
NOT-FOR-PROFIT

How are auditors, units and NFPs
taking on the latest challenges,
trends and standards?

SUCCESS SKILLS

Jumpstart your career by
sharpening skills in leadership,
emotional intelligence,
communication & more.

TAX

Tax continues to change are you
adapting for your clients, company
and loved ones?

ETHICS

Dispel the gray areas and discover
how to create a culture of ethics.

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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THE SUBCHAPTER V
CHAPTER 11 BANKRUPTCY
A New Option for Small Businesses

$

The Small Business Reorganization Act (“SBRA”) became effective on
February 19, 2020, and it created a new Subchapter V in the Federal
Bankruptcy Code. The addition provides several significant benefits
to small businesses and makes it easier to complete a chapter 11
reorganization by making it more affordable and efficient.

$

Some of the important changes for these new SBRA
Subchapter V chapter 11 cases include:
• To qualify for Subchapter V relief, the total noncontingent secured and unsecured debt for a business
(or individual) is capped at $7.5 million. This cap is
currently set to reduce to $2.5 million on March 27,
2022, if not otherwise extended. This opens the door
for many businesses to qualify for Subchapter V relief,
as opposed to seeking traditional chapter 11 relief
which can save substantial costs and time in an active
bankruptcy case.
• Subchapter V debtors are excused from the payments
of chapter 11 quarterly fees, which can sometimes be
substantial. This factor alone makes the process more
affordable for a typical small business;
• A creditors’ committee will not be appointed, unless for
cause. This is another substantial benefit in terms of
costs savings;
• A standing chapter 11 Trustee is appointed in every
case to assist with the development of a consensual
reorganization plan and with other significant case
issues. It should be similar in design to that of a
chapter 12 or 13 Trustee.
• The chapter 11 plan must be filed within 90 days of the
date the case is filed, with some limited exception,
and only the debtor may file a chapter 11 plan and no
Disclosure Statement is required absent a court order.
These changes will increase the speed and efficiency
of the process and help reduce costs and fees;
• One of the biggest changes is to the rule for
nonconsensual plan confirmation, or “cramming
down” a plan over objection, which will now differ
significantly from a standard chapter 11 case. In the
new Subchapter V chapter 11, an objecting creditor’s
ability to prevent or block confirmation is weakened
because the “absolute priority rule” will not apply.
The Sub V debtor is permitted to confirm a plan over
creditor objection, and without a confirming class, by
simply dedicating three to five years of net operating
income as payment to creditors. These payments
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would be made to the chapter 11 Trustee who would
make distributions to claimants under the plan. This is
a significant benefit for many small business debtors.
• A Subchapter V chapter 11 plan may also provide for the
modification of rights of holders of a claim secured by
a security interest in the debtor’s principal residence if
the debt was used primarily for the debtor’s business.
The result of these changes is that chapter 11 may now
be an option for many small businesses that previously
would not have considered it feasible. Subchapter V
chapter 11 cases should prove to be a faster and more
affordable alternative for many businesses.
Todd Almassian. Todd is a partner with
Keller & Almassian, PLC, and focuses
his practice in the areas of Bankruptcy
Reorganization and Liquidation Law.
Todd also represents debtors and
creditors buying and selling assets within
Bankruptcy proceedings. Todd has
served as an expert witness for plaintiffs
and defendants in various insolvency matters and
bankruptcy cases and is a frequent lecturer regarding
the Bankruptcy Code. Todd serves as a Qualified
Mediator for the United States Bankruptcy Court for the
Western District of Michigan.
Greg Ekdahl. Greg is a partner with
Keller & Almassian, PLC, and focuses his
practice in the areas of bankruptcy and
reorganization. Greg represents clients
in Subchapter V chapter 11 matters,
and represents debtors, creditors, and
Trustees in all types of bankruptcy
matters. Greg is a frequent speaker regarding the
Bankruptcy Code.
Familiarize yourself with this new addition to the
Bankruptcy Code:
• Chapter 11 Bankruptcy – The New Subchapter V Option

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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DO YOU NEED TO
RENEW YOUR LICENSE
IN 2022?
By Rachel Reardon
MICPA Government Relations Leader

As of April 4, 2020; license expiration dates
will be based on the calendar year of initial
licensure. This change did not impact CPAs
licensed prior to April 4, 2020, who are already
on the odd year reporting year cycle. To determine if you need
to renew your license this year, check the expiration date of your
license on the MICPA Tracker.

DO YOU HAVE LICENSING QUESTIONS?
Contact Rachel at 248.267.3725
or rreardon@micpa.org

“EXCELLENT”

“The Michigan Specif ic Ethics course is one of the most
educational and informative sessions. I like the focused approach to it.”
- attendee

“IMPORTANT!”

New content as of July 1, 2021!

MICHIGAN SPECIFIC ETHICS

THE IMPACTS OF STATE STATUTE &
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES ON YOUR CPA LICENSE
Qualifies for one hour of Michigan Specific Ethics
AVAILABLE IN WEBINAR AND SELF-STUDY FORMATS
Licensed Michigan CPAs are required to earn two hours of ethics annually totaling four hours
every two years. One of the four hours must be Michigan Specific Ethics.
Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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 mpn?
… it flies by. Days, months, years, decades.
Gone before you know it. …
New job, no job, increased responsibilities,
growing income. Retirement. …
Marriage, divorce, babies, high schoolers, adult
children, grandchildren.  ff…Houses,
cars, college tuition, vacations, retirement
plans, legacies.
This is life! The fact is, it takes over, and unless we are
disciplined and focused, just living life can easily distract
most of us from what is really most important – protecting
those we have invited into our lives. The people we have
committed to protecting – a spouse, partner, children,
maybe even parents or grandchildren. That’s why we do
what we do. It’s about ensuring those we love are cared
for, get what they need, have a shot at getting what
they want.
If you are like most, protecting what is important means
having plans – a college tuition plan, a retirement plan, a
rainy day fund. Your plan may also include “eating right”
and exercising.
It’s all good and absolutely the best any of us can do. But
the fact is, while we can work hard to mitigate risk, we can’t
eliminate it. It’s just not possible. What we can do,
however, is reduce the consequences to loved ones
should something unexpected happen - like income loss
due to premature death.
One of the ways to manage the consequences is by
having adequate life insurance. It’s important protection
that just about everyone needs, but far too few people
actually have it, or have enough of it.
Whether you are young and healthy, hitting your stride or
looking towards retirement, it can be easy to put off
purchasing coverage.

24
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But the longer you wait, the greater the chances of
something happening before you get yourself covered.
And by then it could be tough, if not impossible to get
what you want and need. Maybe buying or supplementing
existing life insurance has been on your to-do list for a
while, and you haven’t gotten around to it yet. If so, we
can help.
The Paul Goebel Group has been administering insurance
programs for the Michigan Association of Certified
Public Accountants (MICPA) since 1978. We have
helped thousands of MICPA members and their families
across the state find the insurance protection they
need. Following are some insights shared by recent
customers on why life insurance was important to them
and how they felt about the purchase process.
All chose to purchase individual life insurance to
supplement an employer plan. It’s a common practice
among business professionals as it allows for,
• Tailoring a plan to meet specific needs;
• Ensuring continual coverage, even if there
is a change in employment; and
• Guaranteed coverage for a set period of time,
even if there is a change in health.

All clients were asked the following questions.
• What prompted you to purchase
Level Term Life insurance?
• How easy was the process?
• How did you feel about the price and how
did that influence your selection?

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
MICPA.org
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CLIENTS A, EARLY 30’S, PURCHASED
$500,000 EACH WITH A 20-YEAR TERM:

CLIENT C, AGE 59, PURCHASED
$250,000 WITH A 15-YEAR TERM:

I had a recent job promotion and we have a
new baby. I thought about buying before
the baby was born, and ultimately made the
purchase just after his birth.

The term on my prior coverage had
expired so I was without protection. As
I have an adult son with disabilities, it was
important for me to keep coverage in
place. It gives me peace of mind knowing
that if something were to happen to me
prematurely, my life insurance benefits
could help cover the costs and expenses
associated with my son’s care and help
ensure the quality of life he is used to.

Based on the coverage amount we
purchased, we had to go through full
medical underwriting, including an exam.
Given we are relatively young and healthy it
was easier than I expected.
We were really pleased to be able to buy
the amount of coverage we felt we needed
while staying within our budget.

CLIENTS B, ONE SPOUSE AGE 47, THE
OTHER AGE 52 PURCHASED $500,000
EACH WITH A 20-YEAR TERM:
We have two children under age 10 and
purchased life insurance on the advice of
our financial advisor. We last purchased life
insurance 6 or 7 years ago after our kids
were born but, at the time, because of the
unexpectedly high price point, particularly
for my spouse who had some pre-existing
conditions, we bought less coverage than
we had intended.
Our advisor had recommended we each
get $1 million of coverage, but we ultimately
each bought $500,000 to save on cost.
Last year, as the global pandemic looked
like it could claim any of us at any time, or
lead to a pre-existing condition that could
drive up the price or make us uninsurable,
we thought it made sense to fully protect
our family. We were happy to find a plan
that balanced both our budget and
protection needs.

There was one hiccup during the
underwriting process that initially slowed
my application. But once we got
that addressed it all went very quickly.
And I am generally satisfied with the
price-for-benefit value of the coverage.
It seems like a reasonable price to pay
knowing my childrens’ collective and
individual challenges.
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 has been
Vice President of Sales for
the Paul Goebel Group
since 1997.
If you would like to
discuss your life insurance
options, please call him at
616-234-5602 or email him
at jelble@goebelgrp.com.

CLIENT D, AGE 56, PURCHASED
$250,000 WITH A 10-YEAR TERM INITIALLY.
A YEAR LATER HE CONSOLIDATED ALL
OF HIS COVERAGE UNDER ONE $500,000
10-YEAR TERM POLICY.
I thought about buying additional coverage
for several months before doing it.
I calculated what it would cost for my wife
and children to be financially supported
if I were not there to provide for them.
I accounted for the loss of income, the
cost of college and our mortgage.
I decided I wanted enough insurance that
would pay for college and pay off the
house. It gave me the confidence to know
they could continue their lifestyle.
This is the 3rd time I have purchased life
insurance. I think you always would like to
have more, but also feel the amount I
chose could reasonably allow my family to
be financially unaffected should I pass
away unexpectedly. Luckily, it was also
within my budget.

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
855.594.4273
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MICPA SELF-STUDY
CPE on your schedule. Anytime. Anywhere.

Browse this preview of our available self-study programming. For a full list of offerings visit micpa.org/selfstudy.
Please note: Licensees may only earn up to 50 percent of their annual requirement through self-study programs.
TITLE

HOURS

COURSE CODE

FEES

1.2 ET

114926

$39/$59

Applying the Uniform Guidance for Federal Awards in Your Single Audit

10.5 AA

97631

$169/$210

Bitcoin, Blockchain and Smart Contracts

1.2 OT

114326

$59/$69

Business Gifts When Selling a Business

1 OT

114927

$39/$59

Creativity & Innovation

1 OT

114152

$35/$45

Cybersecurity Advisory Services: Readiness Assessment Deep Dive

4 OT

115157

$95/$115

Data Analytics for Tax

4 OT

121718

$199/$229

Effective Change Management

1 OT

114153

$35/$45

Emotional Intelligence

1 OT

114154

$35/$45

Essence of Entrepreneurship

1 OT

114155

$35/$45

Financial Forecasting: Planning for Success

2 OT

101397

$69/$79

Good Customers and the Credit Process

1 OT

115163

$35/$45

Google’s Playground Being Found & Chosen by Local Clients

1.2 OT

116360

$39/$59

Governmental Accounting and Auditing Update

10 AA

114138

$169/$210

Introduction to Business Valuation

17 OT

101839

$249/$299

Remote Auditing is Here to Stay: Best Practices for Remote Audit Success

2.2 AA

116521

$85/$115

Risk Assessment During the Recovery

4 AA

121719

$95/$115

Special Needs Trusts Including ABLE Accounts

2 OT

114324

$59/$79

Treaties and Other International Agreements: Basic Overview

2.2 OT

114327

$79/$109

Turn the Audit Upside Down: Making your Audits Data Driven

2.2 AA

116522

$85/$115

Whistleblower and Retaliation Claims

1.2 OT

123424

$39/$59

Acts Discreditable: A Powerful Ethics Rule

Self-Study Programs are available from these top partners:
GFCPA
LEARNING
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NANO LEARNING
Bite-sized CPE segments.

NAVIGATE YOUR PATH:
STEP-BY-STEP
Click to view a full list
of offerings.

TITLE

HOURS

COURSE
CODE

FEES

Creating Better Budgets: Budget Types

.2 OT

94340

$5.95/$10.95

Creating Better Budgets: Budgets Gone Bad

.2 OT

94341

$5.95/$10.95

Creating Better Budgets: How Budgets Affect Actions

.2 OT

94342

$5.95/$10.95

Creating Better Budgets: How to Prepare for the Future

.2 OT

94343

$5.95/$10.95

Creating Better Budgets: Reasons to Budget

.2 OT

94344

$5.95/$10.95

Planning Tools for the Controller/CFO

.2 OT

101283

$5.95/$10.95

Reading People

.2 OT

101284

$5.95/$10.95

Servant Leadership

.2 OT

101285

$5.95/$10.95

Why Do Businesses Fail?

.2 OT

101287

$5.95/$10.95

Z-scores

.2 OT

101288

$5.95/$10.95

Please note: Licensees may only earn up to 50 percent of their annual requirement through
self-study programs.

Nano Learning Programs are available in partnership with:

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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WHAT’S BETTER THAN CALLING ANY TIME YOU
NEED ADVICE ABOUT PRACTICE SUPPORT AND
RISK MANAGEMENT?
REACHING KNOWLEDGEABLE EXPERTS.
CAMICO ® policyholders know that when they call us, they’ll speak
directly with in-house CPAs, JDs and other specialists. We have
dedicated hotlines for loss prevention, tax, and accounting and
auditing issues. Policyholders can call as often as needed and can
consult with experienced specialists — all at no additional cost. This
is one of the reasons why more than 8,000 CPA firms choose CAMICO
for their Professional Liability Insurance and risk management .

PCIA, our local representative, is an industry leader who understands the
liability risks CPAs encounter. For more than 30 years, PCIA is continuing
to help CPA firms – identify their insurance needs, make informed decisions
about their coverage options, secure competitive insurance premiums, and
obtain risk management training on liability exposures.
To learn more about CAMICO’s insurance program, or to receive a
coverage quote, please contact Mike Cosgrove.

Mike Cosgrove, President & CEO
PCIA
T: 800-969-4041
D: 810-224-5255
E: mcosgrove@pciaonline.com

Accountants Professional Liability Insurance may be underwritten by CAMICO Mutual Insurance Company or through CAMICO Insurance
Services by one or more insurance company subsidiaries of W. R. Berkley Corporation. Not all products and services are available in every
jurisdiction, and the precise coverage afforded by any insurer is subject to the actual terms and conditions of the policies as issued. ©CAMICO
28
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Member Advantage
Now connecting members to new
resources and money-saving
benefit programs made possible
by MICPA partners.

Get in on the action.
micpa.org/member-advantage

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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Something big is coming...

30
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M I C H I GA N AS S O C I AT I O N O F
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

888 W. Big Beaver | Ste. 550
PO Box 5068 | Troy MI 48084

www.micpa.org

Email: micpa@micpa.org
Phone: 248.267.3700
Toll-Free in Michigan: 855.594.4273

FOLLOW US

THE AGE OF THE
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE.
Recent surveys from Microsoft suggest that
roughly 40% of workers globally are considering
leaving their jobs. Which begs the question
for many organizations what can be done to
retain employees and attract those looking for
something new? For both answers, it might just
lead to what 95% of leaders according to LinkedIn
are saying is among their top concerns in 2021:
employee experience (EX).
Read more as MICPA member Tiffany Taft, PAFM
and firm administrator at Baker Holtz shares her
feedback on this developing topic and we dig
into the opportunity that a proactive employee
experience strategy can have on everything
from customer satisfaction to the bottom line on
PAGE 7.

